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pause

What do you already know about the 
Great Lakes and the watershed?

(take a moment to write some thoughts in the 
blank bubbles)

Artist:

Title:

Date:

SEE:

THINK: What do you think this work is trying to 
communicate?

Describe (or draw!) 
everything you see

CONNEcT:

What connections 
to your world do 
you find? 

Now it’s your turn! Time to create!

Take your sun print kit and wander outside. Find something in nature that 
you love. A leaf, a blade of grass, a dandelion, anything that strikes your fancy 
(don’t pick someone’s precious planted flowers though!) 
Follow the instructions in your kit to make your own cyanotype print.

Find an object in this exhibit we haven’t discussed yet, and do your own thinking and questioning below:

Did you notice Megan Riepnhoff’s Water of the 
America’s Cyanotypes? 

sun prints



Michigan Water in Crisis

Our Impact

Indigenous Perspectives

Water as Life Force

Pope L.
United States, born 1955 
Flint Water Project, 2017  

LaToya Ruby Frazier 
United States, born 1982 
Shea brushing Zion’s teeth with bottled water in her 
bathroom from the Flint is Family series, 2016–17 

Think for a moment, how many different 
ways do you use water just in your home?

Cai Guo-Qiang
China, born 1957
Cuyahoga River Lightning: Drawing for the Cleveland Museum of 
Art, 2018

Does this seem backwards or confusing? Don’t 

we usually use water to pUT OUT a fire? Discuss 

how other objects (household chemicals, industrial 

waste) can find their way into bodies of water and 

how that affects chemistry. 

Michael Belmore 
First Nations (Anishinaabe-Ojibwe)
born 1971
Resolve, 2022

Khaled Al-Saa’i
Syria, works in Dubai, born 1970 
The Dress of the Poem, 2020

Let’s find the painting of the person on the beach that 
inspired the poem that inspired this artwork! Walk 
around the balcony and see if you can find the painting 
by Whistler (Sea and Rain) of a man on a beach (on the 
curved end). What connections do you see?

This artist (Al-Saai) was inspired by a poem written by a poet from 
Michigan. The poem is printed on the label. Keith Taylor, the poet, 
wrote it about another painting in this museum. That painting shows 
a person walking alone on a beach and was painted over 100 years 
ago. 

Telling stories (oral tradition) is an important 
way to keep ideas alive. What stories come to 
mind reading about this one?


